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Performers celebrate Black History Month 
BRYCE KNUDSON 
ASST. NEWS EDITOR u nity was the topic of a poem written by eight-year-
old Sable Beltran, the niece 
of Black Student Union co-
chair John Turner, who read 
the poem in celebration 
of Black History Month 
at Harlem Renaissance. 
Aromas was host to both 
professional and amateur 
performers on Feb. 7 at this 
event, which was sponsored 
by BSU. 
The evening began with 
three professional spoken 
word poets and then the 
stage was opened to every­
one. 
The first poet was 
Shehre Roze, who recited 
a poem about real hip hop. 
She dedicated the poem to 
Harlem Renaissance poets. 
She also presented "Pink 
Type" about a black balle­
rina's perspective on body 
image. Then Kendrick Dial 
performed his poems, "The 
Clan" and "Truth to the 
Church." 
Rudy Francisco fol­
lowed, discussing the true 
meaning of beauty and 
reciting a poem entitled 
"I Could be Love" about 
Francisco's wish to be re­
incarnated as a love poem, 
love song, love letter, or 
simply, love itself. He then 
made a drastic switch to a 
poem about gang violence. 
"Rudy's poem about 
love really stood out to 
me, being so close to Val­
entine's Day. It was cool 
how he connected a child's 
love poem to his first crush, 
to a love song based on 
that poem, to a love letter 
written by someone in the 
military who had heard that 
song, to love itself." 
The open mic perfor­
mances varied widely 
in topic and style. Evan 
Barnes, BSU co-chair, 
started the open mic with 
a poem about what he feels 
is the true meaning of the 
word ghetto. Turner fol­
lowed Barnes with a recita­
tion from Dr. Martin Luther 
King Jr. 
Jim Moreno, a member 
of the community, sang his 
poem entitled "Jesus was a 
black man." 
Then Turner returned to 
the stage to read the poem 
written by his niece, Sable. 
It spoke of unity among hu­
mankind, views that many 
found to be quite extraordi­
nary for someone so young. 
Ben Harper then performed 
two songs, one of which 
was his own, to end the 
evening. 
"I really enjoy this event. 
This was the third Harlem 
Renaissance that I have at­
tended, and each year it has 
gotten better. It's a great 
way to remember a period 
when so many black artists 
flourished, and to hear po­
etry performed by students 
on campus," senior Vanessa 
Brice said. 
Aromas gift certificates 
were given to those stu­
dents and performers who 
took the stage as a thank 
COURTESY OF HEIDI 6R0EHLER 
Senior Trent Hancock prepares himself and the stage for his performance at the 
Harlem Renaissance event on Feb. 7 in Aromas. 
free food. That night, they 
had their Dr. Martin Lu­
ther King Jr. banquet titled 
"Martin Luther King Jr. 
Legacy and the Status of 
you. 
BSU kicked off Black 
History Month on Feb. 2 
with a nooner where they 
handed out brochures and 
Education for Minority 
Students." Events include 
the Keynote Speaker Mo­
hammed Balil on Feb. 
15 and a dance Feb. 17. 
Power to win within mind 
ELISE CIMINO 
STAFF WRITER 
Dr. Jeffrey Jones de­livered an e n g a g i n g  lecture on 
the effects of psychology 
in sports, and how the mind 
can have a major impact 
on the performance of stu­
dent-athletes. On Feb. 8 the 
Psychology Club and Resi­
dence Life co-hosted Jones 
in UC Forum B. 
When Jones' high school 
football coach introduced 
yoga and visual imagery 
to him and his teammates, 
they felt it was, as he stated, 
"wacky." However, after his 
coach continually led them 
through guided imagery 
and stretching exercises, 
the players became hooked 
on it. They had increased 
flexibility and fewer inju­
ries because of these novel 
techniques. The team went 
on to claim a 10-0 season. 
Prior to the championship 
game against their rival, 
Jones explained that his 
coach asked them to visu­
alize what the game would 
look like and was amazed 
at how accurate his image 
was. Jones said that in order 
to aid a student-athlete in 
accomplishing their goal, it 
is pertinent to build a strong 
relationship between the 
psychologist and the athlete 
so that the psychologist can 
understand thoroughly the 
challenges that are posed to 
this athlete. 
Student-athletes have 
visited Jones for both per­
sonal and performance 
problems. Some reasons 
he mentioned were want­
ing to improve their game, 
to close the gap between 
where they are and where 
they want to be, to become 
more motivated, and to set 
goals to work from. Jones 
promotes self-confidence 
through cognitive therapy 
by aiding the athletes in 
finding a healthy, balanced 
self-statement that can cen­
ter them before every game. 
Jones encourages athletes to 
have these positive affirma­
tions as a way of overcom­
ing their negative thinking. 
Jones also uses progressive 
muscle relaxation exer­
cises, telling his patients 
to tense a group of muscles 
and then relax them. This, 
combined with diaphrag­
matic breathing- breathing 
from the diaphragm as op­
posed to breathing from the 
shoulders- helps the athlete 
to counteract anxiety and 
get centered. Jones also 
tells his patients to visual­
ize how the game will play 
out, a technique which he 
found helpful as an athlete. 
See Jones Page 4 
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ing and a student fee. Advertising material published is 
for information purposes only and is not to be construed 
as an expressed or implied endorsement or verification 
of such commercial venues by the staff or University. 
The Vista office is located in the lower level of the 
University Center, room 114B. 
All inquiries should be sent to: 
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5998 Alcala Park 
San Diego, CA 92110 
The first copies of the newspaper are complimentary, all 
copies thereafter are 25 cents charge. 
Opinions expressed in The Vista other than unsigned 
editorials are the opinions of the writers or columnists 
and not necessarily those of The Vista staff. 
Letters to the Editor can be submitted to The Vista of­
fice. Letters should be limited to 300 words and must be 
signed. For identification purposes, USD ideiftification 
numbers and writer's year must be included in the letter. 
The Vista reserves the right to edit published letters. Any 
content sent to the editor will be considered for publica­
tion unless otherwise stated. 
PUBLIC SAFETY 
R E P O R T  
UNIVERSITY OFFICE PARK: 
At 5:19 p.m. Public 
Safety responded to a 
report of a suspicious 
Hispanic male asking 
people for money. 
£^BI0N PARKING STRUC­
TURE: At 2:54 a.m. Pub­
lic Safety responded to 
a report of a possible 
fight. Upon investiga­
tion no one was found 
in or around the area. 
HUGHES CENTER: At 2:24 
p.m. Public Safety re­
sponded to a report of 
a suspicious Caucasian 
male passing out fly­
ers without permission 
from the university. 
Upon investigation, the 
subject was contacted 
and advised that he 
would need to obtain 
permission to distrib­
ute materials. a. 0NS A: At 8:02 a.m. 
Public Safety respond­
ed to a report of a pos­
sible theft of a laptop 
that occurred between 
11:00 p.m. on Feb. 8 and 
1:00 a.m. on Feb. 9. The 
resident was uncertain 
whether or not the room 
had been secured during 
this time frame. 
MISSION PARKING STRUC­
TURE: At approximately 
1:36 p.m. Public Safety 
responded to a report of 
a parking permit taken 
from a parked vehicle. 
The vehicle window was 
left slightly open. 
UNIVERSITY CENTER: At 
5:34 p.m. Public Safety 
responded to a report 
of suspicious Hispanic 
male in the women's 
restroom. 
UNIVERSITY CENTER: At 
11:05 p.m. Public Safety 
received a report of a 
transient going through 
the dumpsters behind 
the University Center. 
MIS0TC CROSSROADS: At 
12:04 a.m. resident as­
sistants cited two minor 
resident students for be­
ing under the influence 
of alcohol. 
ALCALA VISTA: At 12:11 
a.m. Resident Assistants 
cited eight resident stu­
dents for being in the 
presence of alcohol. 
FOUNDERS HALL: At 12:22 
a.m. Public Safety re­
sponded to a noise com­
plaint regarding indi­
viduals that were skate­
boarding. Upon investi­
gation the individuals 
were contacted and com­
plied with the request 
to keep the noise levels 
down. 
ALCALA VISTA EAST LOT: At 
10:21 p.m. Public Safety 
responded to a report of 
a suspicious Caucasian 
male juvenile. Upon in­
vestigation no one was 
found in the area. 
JJL S R: At 3:13 a.m. 
resident assistants cit­
ed five individuals with 
MIPs. 
KNOLLS: At 2:45 p.m. Pub­
lic Safety responded to 
a noise complaint. 
WEST HILL PARKING LOT: 
At 10:26 p.m. Pub­
lic Safety conducted a 
traffic stop on a vehicle 
that had two individu­
als riding in the truck 
bed. Upon investiga­
tion alcohol was found 
in the vehicle and was 
poured out because the 
driver was under the 
age of 21. 
iIbwa : At 1:36 a.m. 
Public Safety respond­
ed to a report of a pos­
sible theft of a flag from 
a residence hall room. 
Upon investigation 
the flag was returned 
anonymously. 
MORRIS DRIVE EAST-
ROUND: At 4:58 p.m. 
Public Safety respond­
ed to a report of a sus­
picious Asian male. 
In compliance with the Clery 
Act, a full daily crime report is 
available online at www.sandi-
ego.edu/safety/crimereports. 
Special tax breaks for students 
DAWNDEE HUDSON 
UWIRE/U. OKLAHOMA 
The beginning of each se­
mester has become synonymous 
with being flat broke. After pay­
ing the ever-rising cost of tuition 
and fees — sometimes through 
the means of third-party loans 
and scholarships «there are still 
often extra expenses for many 
students. 
It's tax season and many stu­
dents are clutching their W2s, 
hoping for some semblance of 
a refund after a year of hard 
work and paying federal and 
state taxes on top of their higher 
education costs. 
But what many students are 
not aware of are the high number 
of deductions and credits they 
are eligible for — deductions 
and credits that can significantly 
boost the amount of their federal 
tax return. 
There are two main credits 
available to students: The Hope 
credit and the Lifetime Learning 
credit, John Williams, tax spe­
cialist for H&R Block said. 
The Hope credit and the 
Lifetime Learning credit are 
education credits that help offset 
the costs of higher education for 
students or their parents. They 
work by subtracting the amount 
of qualified education expenses 
from an individual's federal 
income tax or deducting it from 
taxable income. 
Qualified expenses under 
education credits include costs 
incurred for tuition, fees, books 
and supplies. Room and board, 
transportation costs, medical 
expenses, insurance and per­
sonal living expenses can't be 
claimed. 
While scholarships, grants 
and fellowships fall under an­
other category for income tax 
returns and can't be claimed 
under the Hope credit and the 
Lifetime Learning credit, stu­
dent loans can. 
"A loan is considered the 
same as their own funds," Wil­
liams said. 
There are eligibility require­
ments and certain limits on each 
credit. The Hope credit can only 
be claimed for the first two years 
of a student's education while 
the Lifetime Learning credit 
covers the remaining time of an 
education. 
In order to claim the Hope 
credit, a student must be an 
undergraduate enrolled at least 
half-time in a degree-seeking 
program and not have a felony 
drug conviction. The refund is 
limited to $1,500. 
For the Lifetime Learning 
credit, a student doesn't need 
to be pursuing a degree, but 
needs to be enrolled in one or 
more courses. A felony drug 
conviction does not exclude 
a student from claiming this 
credit. The refund is limited to 
up to $2,000. 
The two main student tax 
credits function to offset the 
cost of tuition, books, fees and 
supplies that students or their 
parents pay for. 
Both credits can't be claimed 
by one student in the same tax 
year. 
Students can visit www.irs. 
gov/individuals/students for a 
full list of deductions, credit 




nizes religious diversity" 
article printed on pages 1 
and 4 of the Feb. 9 issue 
stated that Dean Patrick 
Drinam is leaving USD. 
Dean Drinam is com­
pleting his time as Dean of 
Arts and Sciences. He will 
then resume being a faculty 
member in the dept. of Po­
litical Science at USD. 
The author's name of 
the "Learn to get an A+ 
in life" article on page 7 
was misspelled. The cor­




AS wants to hear your voice!!! 
If you have any questions, concerns, or ideas for 
Associated Students please contact us by stopping in 
UC 161 or  UC 225.  
to find out about AS Sponsored events or to submit a student issue visit: 
www.sandiego.edu/associatedstudents 
VOW 
SENIOR HAPPY HOUR 
FKtDXy, FE8KUAAY 17, 2006 
4.7PM 
@ SANDBAR. BAR. AND CRJLLE 
COME ENJoy TASTY FOOD, CAE AT 
SPECIALS, AND COOL MUSIC! 
Take a Torero to Lunch 
Tuesday February 21 
12:15-2:15 UC Forum AB 
Tickets: $6 
Sponsored by: 
Student Alumni Association 
Skott Freedman @ USD 
W a n t  a  s h o t  a t  w i n n i n g  
FREE TUITION??? 
Come support USD Men's 
Basketball and YOU could win! 
**UPCOMING DATES if i( 
Saturday February 20th 
Men's Basketball vs. St. Mary's 
College @ 8pm 
Saturday February 18th 
Part of "Saturday Night Live 
@ The Grille" 
Come enjoy an evening of life 
music and a great ambiance 
Show starts @ 9:00pm 
FREE SHOW!'! 
**Special Late Night Menu 
Grille Hours 7-10:30pm 
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Expecting families receive a helping hand 
BRYCE KNUDSON 
ASST. NEWS EDITOR 
USD studentsTightly bun­
dled packages containing many 
essentials for bringing a baby 
into the world, called baby 
layettes. On Feb. 10 University 
Ministry and Students for Life 
helped subsidize and create 
these starter kits for needy 
families in the San Diego and 
Tijuana areas. 
The program was not started 
at USD, but, by the Christ 
Child Society in 1887 when it 
was founded by Mary Virginia 
Merrick. The organization did 
not start by creating layettes. 
It was created in order to help 
needy children in many ways. 
Different chapters in different 
cities vary in their activities. 
The 15-year-old San Diego 
chapter concentrates on help­
ing infants by creating baby 
layettes. 
This year was the fifth year 
that USD teamed up with 
CCS. USD helped to double 
the output of layettes by CCS 
this year. 
The packages contained 
diapers, bottles, a receiving 
blanket, clothing, toys, and 
many other necessary items 
including a hand-made quilt. 
The quilts were made by USD 
students during the fall semes­
ter. Students hand stiched the 
quilts and faculty finished the 
edges with sowing machines. 
There are three different 
packages. One for a boy, one 
for a girl and a third that is 
for families who do not know 
whether the child will be a boy 
or girl. 
USD students also help sub­
sidize the baby layettes. Each 
year a predetermined Sunday 
mass is set aside to collect 
donations for the baby layette 
packing. This year's donation 
was almost $ 1,000. 
"Students here at USD are 
great. Without their help we 
would not have been able to 
double the amount of layettes 
we made this year," Janet Park­
er, CCS layette chair, said. 
The starter kits are packaged 
by students and then Christ 
Child Society distributes them 
Psychology affects 
athletic performance 
Cont. from Jones, page 1 
out, a technique which he 
found helpful as an athlete. 
Many student athletes 
need help with their athletic 
performance because they 
become too analytical and 
this strongly interferes with 
their ability to succeed. Jones 
stated that many student-ath­
letes are left-brain dominant, 
though success in athletic 
performances originates in 
the right-brain. The right-
brain conflicts with the left-
brain, which then causes the 
athlete to fail to perform to 
his or her fullest potential. 
Another thing that can affect 
the mindset of an athlete is 
a season-ending injury. This 
injury may even cause a 
slump because playing sports 
can become a large part of 
a student's identity. In this 
period of an athlete's slump, 
Jones states that many players 
try to compensate for this loss 
of activity, some feel such 
responsibility to the team that 
they feel guilty for letting the 
team down. Some players are 
in a slump for other reasons. 
As they attempt to change 
their game they feel pres­
sured, under the microscope 
of every fan. Jones said that 
the hardest part of helping 
the athlete out of the slump is 
trying to get them to be patient. 
Many players lose the support 
of their teammates and drop 
out of the athletic scene as a 
result of not being in the action. 
Jones commented that athletes 
sometimes experience this loss 
of identity, which, combined 
with a loss of social support 
and activity, can contribute to 
depression. 
When asked if having a 
home-field advantage does 
influence the players, Jones 
commented that it can be a ma­
jor factor in winning. However, 
he said that it is important for 
athletes to prepare for things 
that might go wrong at any 
given moment, even at home 
games. 
Some occurrences are be­
yond the control of the players, 
such as bad weather and late 
bus arrival, Jones teaches his 
patients to regain control over 
their mind by visualizing the 
game, play-by-play. Players 
are then able to regroup and 
focus on the relevant things, 
such as the game. Focusing is a 
skill that of developed can help 
athletes relax and, as a result, 
play a better game every time. 
Jones closed his lecture by 
stating that the most important 
thing for student-athletes to do 
is to believe in themselves and 
have a love for the game. 
throughout San Diego to those 
in need. Many packages are do­
nated to Mother Antonia, a nun 
in Tijuana who recently pub­
lished a book entitled "Prison 
Angel." She helps to distribute 
them to women in Tijuana. 
Packages go to many other or­
ganizations such as Birth Line, 
a non-profit organization that 
helps mothers in need, some 
Christian community services 
and a number of individuals 
who contact CCS. 
There were approximately 
30 student volunteers at the 
event. All eager to assist. 
"I did a lot of work similar to 
this in high school and I love to 
help people," freshman Valerie 
Middleton said. 
Freshman Jennifer Suh had 
not planned on attending, but 
was inclined to help when 
she inadvertently passed by. 
"I was passing by and was 
curious. The cute baby items 
and obviously kind individu­
als persuaded me to help out," 
she said. 
Clockwise from below: 
President Naomi Alvarado (right) del­
egates duties to her membes in order 
to set up for the event. 
Sheryl Schmidt helps organize the goods 
and supplies that will be packaged dur­
ing the Baby Layette Packing event. 
Schmidt was the first student to arrive. 
CCS president Naomi Alvarado and lay­
ette chair Janet Parker instruct students 
before they begin packing. 
"Ws»Dt to help as JistTi hute 
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Student survival guide to Hong Kong 
Brian Larrow 
ASST. PHOTO EDITOR 
Winter break for a typi­
cal USD student usually 
begins in spectacular fash­
ion. Reuniting with friends 
and family, Christmas, and 
New Year's parties make 
the winter break seem like 
a lot of fun. More often 
than not, however, this all 
comes to a screeching halt 
around Jan. 2 when many 
of us end up vegetating 
in front of the television 
or trying to squeeze in an 
intersession class in order 
to graduate on time. For 
the 22 students who went 
to Hong Kong, Special 
Administrative Region, 
China, the problem was not 
about how to fill the time, 
but how to fit everything 
there was to do and see into 
three short weeks. 
In addition to the se­
mester and summer abroad 
programs that USD offers, 
there are two intersession 
programs sponsored by 
the Ahlers Center for In­
ternational Business. One 
in Buenos Aires, Argentina 
and the other, which I at­
tended, in Hong Kong. The 
class offered, "Doing Busi­
ness in China," qualifies as 
an upper division business 
elective, but the program 
goes far beyond an ordi­
nary elective. In order to 
maximize learning, one 
must take material learned 
in the classroom and ap­
ply it to daily experiences. 
There are a few ways to 
facilitate this process if you 
arrive prepared. 
Knowledge of the place 
you are going is the first 
key to success. The 16-
hour flight is a perfect 
time to study your travel 
guides. When you arrive, 
the best way to acclimate 
to your new surroundings 
is to "go local." Eat where 
locals eat, shop where they 
shop, and utilize public 
transportation. 
With a population of 
nearly seven million, find­
ing locals in Hong Kong 
will not be a problem. 
Crime is nearly nonex­
istent, which means that 
just about any American 
tourist with the slight­
est amount of common 
sense will probably avoid 
any problems. This allows 
travelers to explore this 
massive metropolitan city 
without fear of ending up 
in the wrong part of town. 
The public transporta­
tion system in Hong Kong 
has to be considered the 
best in the world. Double-
decker buses and the Mass 
Transit Railway (MTR) are 
cheap, clean, and reliable 
ways to traverse urban 
expanses. In Hong Kong, 
paper tickets are a thing 
of the 20th century. The 
only way to go is with an 
"Octopus Card." 
This card, the size of a 
credit card, is prepaid and 
implanted with a micro­
chip which records your 
balance. There is no need 
to take it out of your purse 
or wallet when passing 
through the turnstile. Sim­
ply wave the card over a 
sensor and you are able to 
pass through. This is how 
2.4 million residents move 
around Hong Kong on any 
given weekday. 
One might wonder what 
all the excitement of a mass 
transit rail card is about. 
This is because you can use 
Octopus card as payment 
virtually anywhere you go. 
Whether it is for a Big Mac 
at McDonald's or aTsing-
tao beer and a bag of squid 
jerky at 7-Eleven, busi­
nesses throughout Hong 
Kong accept Octopus. 
One cannot discuss 
Hong Kong without men­
tioning the shopping. Es­
sentially every street could 
be considered a mall by 
American standards. Some 
of the best bargains can be 
found at the many open-air 
markets around the city. 
If cheap touristy items at 
marked up prices are your 
prerogative, you can go to 
the Temple St. Night Mar­
ket or Stanley Market. 
If you share my inter­
est in $3 Burberry and 
Lacoste polo shirts or $2 
DVDs, then the Lady's 
Market in Mong Kok is 
probably the place for you. 
The area surrounding this 
market is congested with 
people shopping about 
18 hours per day. The one 
thing that far surpasses any 
bargain you might find is 
the cultural exchange you 
will have with the people. 
Fortunately, you do not 
need to be conversant in 
Cantonese to communicate 
in Hong Kong.Virtually 
everyone speaks at least a 
few English phrases and is 
more than willing to help. 
You can enhance your 
experience if you know a 
few words in Cantonese 
and are willing to step out 
of your comfort zone. Even 
if you struggle with pro­
nunciation, an attempted 
"hello, how are you?" will 
help to earn the respect 
of the people you meet. A 
friendly conversation in 
a market might drop the 
price of an item 60 percent 
or provide for an excellent 
photo opportunity with a 
stranger. Despite cultural 
differences, it is simple 
to find common interests. 
One of my best experi­
ences was going alone to 
a large public basketball 
court and joining a pickup 
game with total strangers. 
For some, foreign travel 
and cultural immersion 
may go beyond a pre-es­
tablished comfort zone, but 
this is even more reason to 
go to Hong Kong. If one 
day you are adventurous, 
you can eat a chicken's 
foot at a dim sum res­
taurant and the next day 
play it safe eating at one 
of the numerous KFCs. 
Hong Kong provides the 
opportunity to ease out of 
your comfort zone. It also 
provides an opportunity to 
experience a 5,000-year-
old culture in a setting that 
is not as daunting as a visit 
to nearby mainland China. 
The casinos of Macau and 
the mystique of mainland 
China are only an hour 
away in their respective 
directions. That would be 
if you were able to pull 
yourself away from the 24 
hour excitement of Hong 
Kong. Of course, to truly 
understand what I am talk­
ing about you would have 
to go yourself. So ask your­
self, "What am I doing next 
Intersession?" 
Opinion 
Thursday, February 16, 2006 
The Vista 
Laura Longobardi, Opinion Editor lauralongobardi@gmail.com 
Fighting injustice breaks political barriers 
ALF.X MCC.FF 
STAFF WRITER 
Mid-afternoon on Feb. 4 as you and 
I watched our time fly by, catching up 
on rest, doing schoolwork, preparing for 
the night ahead or planning a crazy Su-
perbowl Party, an Asian female no taller 
then a preteen carefully climbed into the 
dumpster across from Cuyamaca hall. 
To us it is a large open container to 
put trash in when it starts to overtake 
our rooms. To her it is a bank, a ver­
sion of "the Caf', a closet and maybe a 
bookstore. This could be her lucky day. 
She already searched the first dumpster 
without catching public safety's atten­
tion or being reported by a student. She 
might even make it to the third without 
getting caught. 
As we get excited for the night ahead, 
she gets worried. Where will she sleep? 
Will she make it to the recycling center 
before it closes? Will she sleep through 
the night, or will the cops come and 
interrupt her rest? Or even worse, will 
another come and take advantage of her 
in her weakness? 
As she continued her search through 
the dumpster, I, as many others did, 
walked back to my dorm. I'm sure I 
wasn't the only one that saw her that 
day, nor was I the only one that kept on 
walking. Some were bothered, others 
giggled and carried on, and even more 
thought nothing of it. I looked at that 
dumpster and watched her hat go up and 
down as she dove and resurfaced. I no 
LIBRARY OF CONGRESS 
While celebrating Black History Month, one student remembers that Martin Luther 
King Jr.'s message extends to a|l forms of injustice. 
longer saw a person, I saw injustice. As 
I walked into my room the only words 
that came out of my mouth were, "This 
is real." 
We throw around the word injustice 
all the time and fight for it in various 
ways, but we don't think it will appear 
in our backyard. In the moment that I 
realized I lived in the presence of injus­
tice, I froze. 
And, as I reentered my dorm room I 
felt guilty and began thinking of what I 
could have done to help this woman. 
I could have slipped her a twenty 
and felt better about myself. The uni­
versity officials might hate me because 
she would come back hoping for more 
money and, while it might help her for 
a week, in the long run it would do her 
little good. 
I could have asked her to come share 
my food and drink. She and my room­
mates might think I'm weird, but there 
is no doubt she would have to return 
to the dumpster the next day. She may 
return hoping that I ask her again, but 
would ultimately know she will be stuck 
with the dumpster eventually. 
I could collect my recycling and old 
clothes, give them to her one day and 
save her work. Then summer would 
come and I would leave with her reli­
ant on me. 
These are some of the ideas that ran 
through my head, but it would be un­
fair for me to go on without giving you 
something to walk away with. 
Martin Luther King Jr. once said, 
"Injustice anywhere is a threat to justice 
everywhere." May we not forget this 
statement nor reject the truth found in 
it. May we not walk away from this 
because doing something might require 
a little thinking. 
George Bush is not going to fix 
this, nor will John Kerry, nor will any 
politician. This nation was built for 
the people, by the people in a way that 
only works through the people. This is 
our responsibility. We can lament our 
liberal lament and cry our conservative 
cry, or we, as people, not members of 
political parties, can do something. 
If you ask me, the first thing we 
need to do is ask ourselves: what is the 
answer to this injustice? What should 
we do when we witness this in our 
backyard? I saw her again the next day 
and once again I froze. I know that is 
not the answer. 
Identity is not a matter of black or white 
TELLAS BOBO 
STAFF WRITER 
My name is Tellas Bobo and I am a 
black male at USD. I have spent three 
years as a black man on a campus where 
I am one of a few. During this time 
I have experienced a lot. Since the 
country is celebrating black history this 
month, I ask for your ears and eyes as I 
explore the question, "what do people 
think it means to be black?" 
I ask this question because I recently 
heard a comment made by a black male 
in reference to me. He said, "see dat's 
white bread over there." After he said 
this, he and his friend, one whom I 
thought I was cool with, both joined in 
laughter. This comment was made about 
me because of the clothing I was wear­
ing. Naturally, most of you may think 
that I got upset. Well, I did at first. But, 
then I thought, "I know who I am so 
they can say whatever they want." 
But it made me wonder, just exactly 
how long does my shirt have to be to be 
considered black? How about the quar­
ter length of my socks? Or, even better, 
can anyone tell me the exact number of 
"Yo's!" I must say before I am allowed 
to join in an all black conversation? 
Now, look at the three previous lines 
and ask yourself how ridiculous these 
questions are. Then, think how relevant 
they are to how people are viewed in 
society. 
When some people think about black 
people, they think of rap, sports, and 
poverty. Anything that is considered 
"ghetto" has mistakenly become syn­
onymous to anything related to some­
one of color. 
I was taken in by a white family 
when I was 15. I have experienced 
going to a school that had a majority 
of black students in a town that had a 
majority of black citizens, and I have 
also been to a school that had a majority 
of white students in a town that had a 
majority of white citizens. I have been 
called "nigger" by whites; I have been 
called "white bread" by blacks. Both 
are extremely offensive to me. 
A friend once said, "You are the 
whitest black guy I know." The whitest 
black guy? 
So, once again, I ask you, "What 
does it mean to be black?" Does the 
fact that I am educated, pronounce my 
words, and don't sag my jeans to the 
floor make me white? If you say yes, 
that is offensive to me because you 
are implying that only white people 
are associated with being "educated," 
which leads to the conclusion that black 
people are ignorant. The ironic thing is 
that I have heard this idea of "the whit­
est black guy" from white people and 
black people. 
I love who I am. I like the fact that I 
can listen to C-Bo, Messy Marv and San 
Quinn and then turn around and bump 
some Nirvana. I have no problem liking 
John Legend, Dave Hollister, Floetry, 
Common, Jay-Z, MOP, and Mobb 
Deep, but, also, John Mayer, Gavin 
McGraw, and Natasha Bedingfield. Am 
I confused if I want to listen to "Straw­
berry Wine" by Deanna Carter and then 
get romantic with a little Babyface? 
The important question here is not 
about music, it is: why can't I be me? 
It has taken me a long time to find my­
self. From my fried chicken, greens 
in vinegar, funky-when-you-cook-em 
chitlins smothered in hot sauce eatin', 
red kool-aid drinkin' self, to my Cali­
fornia white-cultured fettucini alfredo, 
asparagus, and french bread eatin', club 
soda drinkin' self, I am me. 
I used to feel like I wasn't black 
enough for the black people and too 
black, or not seen as black, by white 
people. I have a black cultural identity 
and some white cultural identity. I know 
what it is like to live in a ghetto, and, 
yes, even what it's like to be homeless. 
But, I also know what it is like to live 
in the suburbs with some money. Yet, I 
am 100 percent  African American.  Iam 
a manager at one of the most predomi­
nately white companies in this country 
— Abercrombie and Fitch. Now, did 
that make me turn a shade lighter? 
Yes, I am the token black guy and, 
yes, I do wear hole-ridden jeans. Un­
fortunately, as black men or women, a 
lot of us will end up being the "token 
black person" because there aren't a 
lot of black executives in the business 
world. 
The reason I am writing this is be­
cause this is a story not often told. You 
hear about interracial kids and their 
struggles with confusion over their 
identity. But do you hear about the kids 
who are one-raced, but sometimes are 
judged harshly by both races? There are 
times I don't feel comfortable around 
black people or white people because I 
wonder: do they think I am a "nigger" or 
do they think I am "white bread?" 
Now, if you knew me, and talked 
to me you wouldn't think that I have 
these insecurities. To some people, I 
See Externalities, page 7 
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r you to say "I do? Is it the right time fo 
BROOKF MCSPADDFN 
EDITOR IN CHIEF 
There is no test to find out if you 
are ready to get married. There is not a 
magic age that will guarantee you have 
a successful marriage that will not 
encroach on your own values. How­
ever, there is a general consensus that 
getting married young is a mistake. 
As someone who is just shy of 21 and 
getting married this June, I maintain 
that, while not all people are ready to 
get married at this age, I am. 
To many, their 20s are a time for 
endless self-contemplation. In an at­
tempt to maintain their own views, 
uncover what is truly important in life 
and build a career, many young adults 
shy away from marriage and the kind 
of deep relationships that will lead to 
marriage. Many think that being in 
a deeply committed relationship dur­
ing these years can hinder your own 
growth. 
This has not been the case for me 
or my fiance. In fact, the opposite has 
been true. I met him when he was 
visiting USD's law school. At the 
time, I was 17 and he was 20—a young 
soon-to-be college graduate. Believe 
me, the last thing we were trying to 
do was find the person we wanted to 
spend the rest of our lives with. But, 
precisely because we were entering 
some of the most difficult years of our 
lives, we ended up realizing we could 
never be apart. 
Over the course of the last four 
years, we have faced a lot of dif­
ficulties and accomplished many 
things—law school, passing the 
California Bar Exam (though that was 
mostly my fiance), both of our mothers 
being diagnosed with and recovering 
from cancer, my college education 
(which I am completing in three years) 
and, of course, my reign as Editor in 
Chief of the newspaper. It has been 
these struggles, successes, and the 
minor failures along the way that have 
brought us closer together. 
I'm not trying to say that accom­
plishing things is the sole purpose of 
a relationship. What I am saying is 
that facing all of these things together 
made us realize how much we love 
each other—made us realize that we 
were capable of love in an entirely new 
and more involved way than we thought 
we ever could be. 
I will not deny that being married 
will complicate aspects of each of our 
lives. He is less able to find the exact 
job that he wants—instead, we must 
work together to decide where it is we 
want to live. I cannot choose whatever 
career or graduate school I wish to 
attend because I am kept to the same 
standard. 
But these negatives come with al­
most incomprehensible positives. The 
man I am marrying truly enriches my 
ability to understand who I am. With 
him I am stronger than I would be alone. 
I c L  
Whatever job I do 
choose, I know 
that I will have 
someone support­
ing me every step 
of the way. Wher­
ever I move, I 
know I will never 
be lonely. What­
ever idea I come up with, I know I will 
always have someone to listen to it. 
And, I know that I will always be able 
to do that in return. 
I am in no way recommending that 
anyone go out and find someone to 
marry so that they have companion­
ship and joint accomplishments. I am 
not even encouraging couples who 
already have this to find the nearest 
chapel, or drive to Las Vegas. What 
I am saying is this: getting married 
young is a struggle, but if you truly 
love someone and are willing to put 
in the continued work it takes to have 
a marriage—including the extra work 
a young marriage takes to maintain 
mutual understanding as each member 
grows and changes—why wait? 
I know that I am not giving up my 
life in order to get married. Instead, 
I would be giving up my life if I did 
not get married. This is why I know 
I am ready. 
GINA MARCONI 
MANAGING EDITOR 
As a young girl, I  remember thinking 
that I could not wait to grow up, go to 
college, get a job, get married and start a 
family. I even remember conversations 
with my teenage girlfriends where we'd 
plan out the rest of our lives. I was go­
ing to gel into the college of my choice, 
and get my degree in four years. I was 
going to have the perfect career and a 
fabulous apartment. But most impor­
tantly. I was going to have an amazing 
boyfriend and we would get married by 
the time I was 24 or 26. 
But now, at almost 22 years old, 
1 cannot even 
imagine get­
ting married in 
the next two to 
four, or even 
six years. Mind 
you. I just broke 
up with my most 
don't 
recent boyfriend last month; I still do 
not think that I could see myself com­
pletely settled down in such a short 
time even if I was in love. 
Our 20s are a time when we are sup­
posed to go out and have fun. When 
you're married, you cannot stumble 
home after a late night with the girls, 
climb in bed, and roll over to find 
your husband undisturbed and without 
wanting to ask questions. Most likely 
he will wait up for you because he 
loves you and wants to make sure that 
you are safe. In essence your spouse 
becomes your "pseudo-parent," he or 
she becomes that someone you answer 
to (other than yourself). 
If a person gets married, his or her 
entire life changes the routines and the 
people that he or she hangs out with. 
Even the way that one views the world 
makes a complete 180 degree change 
from "me" to "we". Single friends 
will not want to hang out with you 
and your significant other as often be­
cause they do not want to be the third 
wheel. And even friends in committed 
relationships feel awkward hanging 
out because they fear the pressure of 
marriage looming over them in your 
presence. 
In talking about the subject with my 
roommates and some of my friends, 1 
got varied responses about when was 
the best time to get married. But for 
the most part we agreed that right now. 
we are not ready. 
"I think that your early twenties is 
a time in your life when everything is 
changing. It is a pivotal time where 
your political views are challenged, 
career options open up. and you 
should never limit the avenues the 
future could lake you even if you 
are taken, you should never close your 
eyes.to the possibilities." senior Kim 
Adams said. 
Don't get me wrong. I do not think 
that getting married right after college 
is necessarily a bad thing. I mean, if 
two people love each other enough to 
know that they want to spend the rest 
of their lives together, why wait for 
three or four years to start their life 
together? 
But I know, at this point in my life, 
marriage is definitely not for me. 1 
know that some of you pro-marriage 
readers might be thinking, "Hello, 
marriage is not for you right now be­
cause you are not dating anyone. You 
are not in love." And I would agree 
with them. 
But even if I were dating the man 
that I knew 1 wanted to spend the rest 
of my life with, and we had been dat­
ing for a long time, I still would not 
want to graduate and get married all 
in the same year. 
I am not one of those girls who 
came to college looking to get her 
M.R.S. degree. I have spent too much 
time (and too much of my parents' 
money) in college, studying to gradu­
ate and get my degree, and I want to 
be able to use it. 
Maybe it is selfish that I want to 
be completely self-sufficient before I 
decide to settle down. But 1 know for 
a fact that I do not want to become one 
of those girls who move from their 
daddy's wallet straight to their hus­
band's. (And neither should you!) 
Externalities do not overshadow internal truths 
Continued from Identity, page 6 
am intimidating because I am a tall 
black man. But, the truth is that you 
intimidate me more than I do you. All 
in all, I love who I am and all the dif­
ferences and cultures that I embody. I 
have learned not to define race by what 
a person wears or how they talk. 
Earlier I asked you the question, 
"what does it mean to be black?" I 
answer by saying you can't "be" black. 
If you like rap you aren't trying to be 
black, you simply like rap. Black is 
something you are born with. You are a 
part of a culture, legacy, and a race that 
has taken the worst beatings (mentally 
and physically) that a race can take. 
Our people were stripped of their 
land and treated worse than animals and 
were not given a fair chance to succeed. 
Yet, you are also a part of a race that 
has withstood impossible odds and, to 
this day, are still able to stand up with 
your heads held high and be proud of 
who you are. 
The fact that we are black is some­
thing that is expressed externally 
through our curly hair, brown skin, 
and, yes, round butts. Being black, 
despite what some may think, is not 
about these things. Being black is about 
being smart, intelligent and educated. 
You don't need to rock FUBU or Sean 
John. You can wear Abercrombie and 
talk however you want to and, at the 
end of the day go to bed exactly how 
you woke up — black. 
So, my black people, take this mo­
ment to smile, lift your head up, and be 
proud. Yet, at the same time realize that 
the way we put each other down negates 
the whole purpose of this month and 
everything that people like Malcom X 
and Martin Luther King Jr. fought and 
died for. 
They weren't fighting for anything 
that they were "trying" to be, they were 
fighting for what they were. So I end 
with this: Be you, because despite what 
you may say about me, I will continue 
to be me. 
This article is dedicated to Rosa 
Parks and Corretta Scott King, women 
who held their heads high in days and 
times we will never fully understand. 
Natalie Zanzucchi, Feature Editor promotepeace@gmail.com 
Nj 
FACT: An estimat­
ed one million 
children, mostly 
girls, enter the 
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The UN Declaration on the Elimination of Violence against Women defines violence against women as "any act of gender-based violence that results in, or is likely to result in, physical, sexual or psychological harm or suffering to women, 
including threats of such acts, coercion or arbitrary deprivation of liberty, whether occurring in public or private life." 
Women all over the world experience violence against them and, in a world devastated by war, hunger, poverty and countless other human sufferings, the problem of violence against women is often overlooked. This is a world wide problem that 
will require the overcomming of many obstacles before it can end. Whether looking at domestic violence, sexual violence or violence in times of war, a common thread among violence against women is that the perpetrators often enjoy impunity. 
This is to say that, regardless of the type of violence or the situation in which violence is experienced, whoever is committing the violence often escapes punishment and receives no adverse reaction to the atrocity they have committed. 
Because it stems from socially condoned discrimination against women, it is an issue that is widely tolerated. The problem is so huge that it goes far beyond the scope of any imagination. Persistent violence against women worldwide strips 
women of their rights to equality and marginalizes their dignity as human beings. If humanity does not work together to achieve full equality, the violence will not stop. 
In an effort to stop this violence, many celebrate V-Day —a day to bring attention to violence against women in an effort to end it — in replace or in addition to Valeninte's Day on Feb. 14. 
STAFF WRITER 
According to the National Institute of Domestic 
Violence, a woman is beaten in the United States ev­
ery nine seconds. Domestic violence is the leading 
cause of injury to American women, more so than 
muggings, rape and auto accidents combined. 
Yet, most of these injuries are not reported 
to the police, and so the abuse continues 
Domestic violence is the single greatest 
cause of injury to women between the 
ages of 15 and 44. 
j According to the US Department of 
f Justice, on average, more than three 
' women are murdered by their hus-
—hands or boyfriends in this country 
everyday. Thirty percent of abused 
women experienced their first incident 
of physical abuse during pregnancy. The 
number one cause of death for pregnant 
women is murder by their significant other. 
Domestic violence is a widespread problem 
that occurs among all ages, genders, races, edu­
cational backgrounds, and socioeconomic groups. It is 
controlling and coercive behavior which involves physical, 
sexual, economic, and/or psychological abuse. 
How is it that in the year 2006, women are still suffering 
this kind of mal treatment and abuse? What is it that causes these 
men to attack the people they care most about, and why do these 
women stay with men who claim to love them, yet cause them such 
physical and emotional pain? There are many different theories that 
all fit into specific situations, but the most common excuse for physical 
and mental abuse in the home is the relation with alcohol and/or drug 
abuse. While substance abuse plays a large role in actual physical abuse, 
it is a form of denial and minimization of the problem. To say that alcohol 
and drug abuse leads to domestic abuse would be a large overstatement that 
would overlook the fact that many people with substance abuse problems are not 
violent. Battering is a socially learned behavior. Most offenders grow up in violent 
homes and do not see themselves as perpetrators, but as victims, creating a denial 
system to justify their actions. 
Some offenders commit these crimes in a conscious, calculated manner to achieve 
dominance that they believe men are entitled to. These men are controlling, manipulative, 
and believe that it is their pre-ordained right to be in charge of all aspects of the relationship. 
They use physical force to control their significant other, always keeping them in fear of ever 
disobeying them. Knowing this, many women ask themselves, why do these women stay? Many 
women say that they would never put up with such treatment, yet thousands of women, just 
as the men who abuse them, are in denial. Despite repeated assaults, which can include trips 
to the emergency room, irreparable physical damage, alienation from family and friends 
deteriorating self-esteem, children who live in fear, repeated calls for police protection, and 
threats of death, many women remain with the men who abuse them. Many women try to 
convince themselves that it was unintentional, or that they can change him. They convince 
themselves that he truly is sorry and it will not happen again. The psychological abuse has 
them believing that they are worthless, that no one else would ever love them, or they did 
something to provoke such violent acts. They lose their sense of self worth and live their 
lives in fear and depression. The solution is prevention, awareness, and support. Help them 
to help themselves before it is too late. 
FACT: 1 out of every 3 women in the world has been 
beaten, coerced into sex or abused in her lifetime. 
Ml 
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FACT: Boys who wit­
ness their fathers'vio­
lence are ten times 
more likely to engage 
In spouse abuse in 
later adulthood than 
boys from non-violent 
FEATURE EDITOR hOIPeS. 
Violence against women is only exacerbated in times of conflict and war. Crimes against women are often used as a tool or weapon 
of war. Amnesty International explains that "propaganda portrays women as embodying the honor of a community and an attack on 
women is seen as an attack on an entire community." 
Women and children make up as much as 80 percent of civilian casualties in war and their bodies are often used as a battleground. 
While both women and men noncombatants are killed in war, women and girls suffer sexual violence and rape more often than men. 
All too frequently, female victims do not speak out after being raped or suffering some other form of abuse. They are afraid of public 
I shame, dishonoring their faiailwm^MlhwyL attack and that their accusations will go unheard. 
Attacks against women are o^'ismjanitted by the "enemy" but, also, by those employed to "keep the peace," such as UN 
NATALIE ZANZUCCHI 
peacekeepers and thosej 
authorities continue to it 
'of sex as a weapon of wa| 
society allows it to and the 
Our own U.S. troops arej 
that the number of rapes ar 
crimes against1 
Kit is just "the i 
;! doesn't; 
iqaDle force 
be able to trust, 
it "women in Sudan, Iraq. Der 
sexual assaults, sexual slavery,' 
,e who survived the attacks i 
ar-stricken areas. The problem persists because perpetrators escape unpunished and 
or do not consider them crimes. The worldwide excuse for apathy towards the issue 
f war or of the military. Violence against women is not natural. It persists because 
war ends. 
e against women abroad and within their ranks. Amnesty International reports 
\ual assault reported by female U.S. soldiers has increased with the war in Iraq. These soldiers are raped by 
their male soldier counterparts and when they seek justice they arc often ignored, told to forget about it, or even reprimanded for fraternization. 
The way the military handles the victims of rape is horrendous, but perhaps even more frightening is their treatment of the assailant. The De­
partment of Defense reports.that 74 to 85 percent of soldiers convicted (which means 74 to 85 percent of the soldiers who actually get tried for 
their crimes) of rg>Uor sexual assault leave the military with honorable discharges. This means that the rape conviction never appears on their 
record. Furthermore, only tWo<to three percent of soldiers accused ofrttoe are ever court marshaled. 
The problem of violence against women within me ranks of the U.S. military does not stop at the rape and sexual assault of female soldiers. 
Within U.S ritn prisons and cotftainmfm camps, violencebgainst women runs rampant. Unfortunately, only the prisoner abuse in the Abu Ghraib 
prison has reallybeen made public and that is only becaus Jf ictures of lhe abuse were released. According to The New Standard, American legal 
investigators have reported thfc same types of abuse occuring at countless jqgher U.S. run prisons. Abuse and rape of innocent Iraqi women and, 
sometimes| even girls JryounJas nine years old, are all top common actions of U.S. soldiers. Women around the world experience abuse at the 
hands of tm~~ - mKm 
Human Rights Watchasports |ia '% , mocratic Repu4|ip of Congo, Sierra Leone, Rwanda, Kosovo and Bosnia and Her-
mutilatiqp committed by male combatants. In some cases, perpetrators first 
Mythological trauma, permanent physical injury, and long-term health 
eo is OOtcontained to these countries specifically, nor is it contained to times 
ruagd South At i ica has reached unimaginable highs and the governments of 
||^si||^BgMfijk^ception of femininity, or who are lesbian, transgendered or 
i n \frica are not given equal work opportunity because of 
ins to prevent them from working. In Jordon, Kuwait, 
Morocco and Saudi Aratn i, the go^rrnneot condones unequal treatment of women, restricts them fropi full participation in public life and eliminates their 
legal authority Women* re trafficked int^festrtutkm and sexual slavery intni line the Dominican Republic, Burma, Thailand, Moldova and Nigeria. This 
<*$y ser&fcnes the surface of the atrocities womerTfS^^TOnd the gldJje."7 ; 
Modern patriarchal society justifies domestic violence and allows the problem to Thus, the problem of violence against women 
continues and is exacerbated in times of war. The problem does not stop or end at Jeographical borders; it knows no racial, social or economic boundaries. 
According to Lives Blown Apart, an Amnesty International report, "rape and othlr gender-based violence dufing armed conflict have long been prohibited, 
h®i domestically and' internationally, but these crimes are often ignored and rarely prosecuted. The reasons overlap with those behind the widespread impunity 
itjeacetime for domestic violence and sexual abuse against women ... Some of these difficulties are common to fgosecution for crimes against women in any 
context, particularly sexual crimes: women will not bring complaints or testily because fcov arc a fraid of being stigmatized, or fear further attacks; medical evidence 
difficult or expensive to obtain; the authorities responsible for bringing prosecution are indmfent:««flnne|:riminal juistice system is biased against women." 
In a chapter of Women Resisting Violence; Spirituality for Life, feminist theologian Elisabeth Schussler Fiorenza explains that "the argument for a just society 
and family would need to reconceptualize masculinity in terms of equality and responsibility and thereby und|> men's need for control and their socialization to 
violence ... in modem kyriarchal (rale of the master/lord/husband) democracy every man is believed to be entitled to exercisemhysical control and 
legal power over the women and children belonging to 'his' family, race, class, or nation." 1 * Bk 
Dr. Maria Pilar Aquino, professor of theology and religious studies at USD, has worked with Fiorenza and agrees. She says that in order to achieve 
change "we need to change our way of thinking." In the past 20 years, headway has been made in the campaign against violenc again^ women, 
but there is still a long way to go. Courts and tribunals, such as the International Criminal Court, have brought perpetratofo of violence against 
women to justice, charging them with crimes as serious as "crimes against humanity." But these tribunals can only go so far without the 
foundation of a compete change of social thought. Dr. Aquino urges everyone to "use their profession to heal the issuj 
m 
[e whom they shoufl 
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FINAL APPLICATION DEADLINE: FEBRUARY 17.2006 
Attention I 
All LGBT Students and Faculty: 
The USD PRIDE Organization is 
having its first ever, one of a kind, 
Alumni Fundraising Event! 
Saturday, February 25th from 5-7pm 
All LGBT Students are invited to 
celebrate in the Degheri Alumni 
Center for our club's founders and 
network with the well-established 
alumni in an effort to create future 
funds for travel to LGBT conferences 
and for LGBT campus resources. 
So come out and show us your 
USD PRIDE! 




CAMP WAYNE FOR GIRLS -
Childrens' sleep-away camp, 
Northeast Pennsylvania (6/17-
8/13/06) If you love children and 
want a caring, fun environment we 
need Directors and Instructors for: 
Tennis, Swimming (W.S.I, pre­
ferred), Golf, Gymnastics, 
Cheerleading, Drama, High & Low 
Ropes, Team Sports, 
Waterskiing, Sailing, Painting/ 
Drawing, Ceramics, Silkscreen, 
Printmaking, Batik, Jewelry, Cal­
ligraphy, Photography, Sculpture, 
Guitar, Aerobics, Self-Defense, 
Video, Piano. Other staff: 
Administrative/Driver (21+), Nurses 
(RN's and Nursing Students), Book­
keeper, Mothers' Helper. On cam­
pus interviews February 23rd. Call 
1-800-279-3019 or apply on-line at 
www.campwaynegirls.com 
APARTMENTS FOR RENT 
ONE and TWO Bedroom 
Apartments at $850 to $1095. This 
is a quiet, clean, and no pet complex 
within walking distance to USD. 
Laundry is available onsite. Call for 
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" Quidam" show-stopping, exotic, dramatic 
VANESSA GUZMAN 
ADVERTISING MANAGER 
In the category of circus 
shows, Cirque Du Soleil shines 
the brightest. Since its creation 
in 1984 by Guy Laliberte, 
Cirque Du Soleil has churned 
out numerous world-renowned 
masterpieces and this month 
the Del Mar Fairgrounds is 
hosting one of their tent shows 
called Quidam. 
The show is a uniquely 
inspiring experience and feels 
like a mysterious realm where 
dreams and reality are inter­
twined. 
Every aspect of the show is 
woven together with Cirque 
Du Soleil's special signature 
touches of the exotic, the dra­
matic and the awe-inspiring. 
The meaning of Quidam 
is described as "a nameless 
passer-by, a solitary figure 
lingering on a street corner, a 
person rushing past. It could 
be anyone, anybody." 
The character that is rep­
resentative of Quidam is a 
headless, giant person in a 
raincoat and pants who holds 
up a massive umbrella. The 
audience does not leam much 
about this character except that 
it drops its hat only to be picked 
up by Zoe. 
Zoe dons a cute black bob 
haircut and is dressed in an 
orange and pink skirt and coat 
outfit. She is a typical little girl 
who is ignored by her parents 
— a duo that is silent through­
C0URTESY OF CIRQUE DU SOLEIL 
Zoe is the main character in Cirque Du Soleil's Quidam. 
out the show. Their rigid and 
uninterested body language 
gives off an air of distance 
from their child. Zoe's bore­
dom breaks as she encounters 
the headless stranger who is 
quickly followed by John. 
John is a corky and ap­
proachable character dressed 
in high-wasted black pants, a 
white collared shirt and clown 
makeup. He interacts the most 
with the audience between acts 
and is a type of tour guide who 
urges Zoe to continue on her 
adventure through her imagina­
tion and the endless possibili­
ties of Quidam. 
One of the amazing acts 
is called Statue or Vis Versa, 
which is performed by a man 
and a woman. Alone, they 
radiate a powerful strength in 
their appearance and in their 
presence as they stand tall. 
Together, they demonstrate a 
beautiful balance between dis­
ciplined skill and fluid grace as 
they twist, curl, lock into place 
and move as one. 
The act does not utilize 
props of any kind — they use 
only their bodies as they show 
off a partnership based on bal­
ance. 
Another incredible act and 
audience favorite is performed 
by four little girls in matching 
silver outfits who possess a big 
talent for manipulating Chinese 
yo-yos called diabolos. 
They make the performance 
41 
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COURTESY OF CIRQUE DU SOLEIL 
Boum-Boum is physically fit and agressive in his motions. He is 
part of the main character, Zoe's, imagination, along with many 
other characters in the show. 
look easy as they dance around 
at a speedy pace while simul­
taneously tossing up the de­
tachable diabolos, alternating 
them from girl to girl. Their 
charming smiles and high en­
ergy performance captures the 
youthful side of Quidam. 
Centered at the back of the 
stage in a shadowy spot is a 
live band in matching blue 
suits. This adds an allure to the 
experience. 
The band is composed of 
keyboards, a saxophone, drums 
and a variety of strings and 
vocals for dramatic effect. The 
soundtrack would make for a 
unique and invigorating escape 
from the daily routine. 
Tickets for this show can 
get pricey, but it is worth it. If 
you are looking for something 
new in San Diego, wrap your 
imagination around Quidam 
this month. 
The last performance date 
is Sunday, Feb. 26 and student 
discounts are available Tues­
day through Thursday and 
Friday at 4 p.m. at the Del Mar 
Fairgrounds box office. 
Online poker is an unreliable source of income 
WILLIAM SEA 
u-wi RE/TEXAS A&M 
Texas A&M junior Hollis 
Miles can watch TV while he 
works. In fact, he can do just 
about anything while he works, 
like make a phone call or mi­
crowave a dinner. He is his own 
boss and his workspace is his 
computer. His part-time job? 
Playing online poker. 
"I play all types of games," 
said Miles. "I'll play mostly low 
stakes, no limit and pot limit 
tables. I'll play cash games when 
I'm trying to make money. I'll 
play tournaments when I'm just 
playing for fun." 
Miles is one of the many col­
lege students involved in online 
poker and gambling. He said he 
began playing his freshman year 
and is able to make enough mon­
ey to pay for books, meals and 
entertainment through poker. 
Unfortunately, not every stu­
dent can have as much self-
control or be as successful as 
Miles. With gambling among 
young people on the rise, some 
campuses are seeing the problem 
firsthand. 
According to a study at the 
University of Pennsylvania, the 
past two years have seen a 20 
percent rise in the amount of 
young men who participate in 
gambling. Not all of them are 
successful. When college student 
David Williams won over three 
million dollars in the World Se­
ries of Poker, he lamented to the 
cameras that "what people don't 
see is that for every person like 
me, there are thousands of people 
losing money." 
Miles sees the same problem. 
"I would never suggest for some­
one to count on an income from 
online poker. Most players think 
they are ready a long time before 
they really are, and can lose a 
lot more than they can afford," 
he said. 
Miles makes it clear the only 
gambling he participates in is 
online poker. He does not par­
ticipate in other things like sports 
betting or casino games. Poker 
is, in fact, at the height of its 
popularity and online sites are 
capitalizing on this. 
Most gambling sites are based 
outside of the country, and there­
fore skirt U.S. gambling laws. 
Other sites, such as PartyPoker. 
com, also found loopholes in 
U.S. advertising laws against 
gambling. Instead of advertising 
their dot-com site, they advertise 
"PartyPoker.net," which they 
other sites certainly know what 
they are doing. 
When gambling addiction 
is a real problem, such actions 
by gambling websites are ir­
responsible, specifically when 
they promote directly to college 
students. Absolutepoker.com 
boasts a tournament that pays 
college tuition as a prize to the 
winner. 
Unfortunately, one can not 
"I would never suggest for some­
one to count on an income from 
online poker. Most players think 
they are ready a long time before 
they really are, and can lose a lot 
more than they can afford." 
make clear is not a gambling 
site and deals only with play 
money. 
Any college student, how­
ever, would not find it difficult 
to redirect themselves to the 
"dot-com" site. PartyPoker and 
expect the casino and gambling 
industry to follow certain ethical 
codes. The government, how­
ever, can close the loophole and 
stop the advertisement of the 
sites. Harrah's Entertainment, the 
host of the World Series of Poker, 
can also do better than its televi­
sion spots about "responsible 
gambling." 
Its advertisements feature its 
dull-looking CEO Gary Love-
man, sitting in a chair and talking 
to the camera about gambling 
problems and responsibility. 
Clearly, no college students will 
respond well to this lackluster 
advertising. 
Without prevention, gambling 
among college students can be a 
major problem. 
"Much like any form of en­
tertainment, poker can be very 
addicting," Miles said. "But I've 
learned to limit my time spent, 
and I never risk any money that 
I can't afford to lose. Many real 
life lessons can be learned from 
playing." 
For some students, however, 
the life lesson comes at a steep 
price. College students should 
do their best to be incredibly 
careful about online gaming, 
and government and university 
counseling services should be 
aware of a rising problem. 
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Soderbergh's "Bubble" sparks new trend in film 
ANDERSON TRAM 
S T A F F  W R I T E R  
Steven Soderbergh's new 
film "Bubble" has theater own­
ers across the nation pulsating 
with anger. 
"Bubble" is the first movie 
to be simultaneously released 
in theaters, on DVD and on 
hi-definition TV. Many theater 
owners refused to play it because 
they rely on the time period 
between the theatrical release 
and DVD release for revenue. 
This controversy should have 
boosted excitement about the 
film, but instead it had the op­
posite effect. 
"Bubble" took in an esti­
mated $72,000 at the 32 screens 
where it played - an average of 
only $2,250 per screen, which 
is a phenomenally small amount 
relative to other independent 
films. 
The Oscar-winning direc­
tor made box-office hits "Erin 
Brockovich" and "Ocean's Elev­
en," so this must box-office 
miss must have been surprising 
for him. 
The film is about two unlikely 
friends, Martha and Kyle, who 
workforce of five, changing its 
dynamic. 
Upon being introduced, Mar­
tha notices a flirtatious smile 
Rose cast in Kyle's direction. At 
this point, the audience begins 
to journey into the depths of a 
lonely heart. 
"Bubble" is realistic. The 
characters are based on the ac­
tors' lives in the town where the 
movie was filmed. They had 
never acted before. 
The real question is, will 
Soderbergh's course of action 
make movie theaters obsolete? 
USD Professor of Film & Cul­
tural Politics Esteban Del Rio 
doesn't think so. 
"Movie theaters are still a 
social experience," Del Rio said. 
"'Bubble' won't blow every­
thing apart as expected." 
However, Professor of Inde­
pendent Cinema Eric Pierson 
thinks otherwise. 
"Movie theaters are going to 
suffer because the movie-going 
experience has become less 
important for people," Pierson 
said. "Now you've got DVDs, 
plasma screens, and hi-definition 
television." 
With ticket prices steadily 
"We all want to get away 
sometimes. And we can 
disappear in the movie 
theater." 
find companionship in each oth­
er due to difficult circumstances. 
Martha is an older woman who 
lives with her ailing father. Kyle 
is a shy twenty-something who 
relies on Martha for transporta­
tion. Both work at the local doll 
factory. 
Their quiet lives are inter­
rupted when Rose, a newly 
hired single mother joins the 
increasing, audiences are more 
likely to wait for rentals. Senior 
Stephanie Rockwell disagrees. 
"There's no way you can rep­
licate the whole occasion. Yeah 
it's expensive, but it's worth it," 
she said. It is dedicated fans like 
Rockwell that put added pres­
sure on major movie studios to 
produce better films. However, 
if the studios cannot create their 
Need a study break? Try one of these fun things to do in the upcoming weeks: 
Thursday, Feb. 16 
Student Issues Board 
is sponsoring "A Concern 
for Punch, and an Issue 
for Lunch" outside of the 
UC during dead hours. The 
nooner will allow students to 
bring up campus concerns. 
Food and beverages will be 
served. 
Monday, Feb. 20 
The "Bob Marley Day 
Festival" is at the San Sports 
Arena today. Tickets are 
going fast and range from 
$32 to $55. The show starts 
at 1 p.m. 
Thursday, Feb. 16 
Want to show off your 
bowling skills? Intramurals 
is hosting an Individual 
Bowling Tournament at 9 
p.m. at Kearny Mesa Bowl. 
It is $ 10 per person for two 
games and a shoe rental. 
Prizes will be awarded for 
the top three bowlers. 
Monday, Feb. 20 
Social Distortion will 
be playing at the House of 
Blues in San Diego. The 
show begins at 7 p.m and 
tickets are $25. 
Friday, Feb. 17 
Manchester Movie Nights 
presents "Wallace and 
Gromit: The Curse of the 
Were-Rabbit," The movie 
starts at 9 p.m. in the Man­
chester Village third floor 
conference room. 
Tuesday, Feb. 21 
Interested in what life 
is like after college? Want 
to find out about intern­
ships and job opportunities? 
Come to the Student Alumni 
Networking Event in UC 
Forum AB from 12:15 to 
2:15 p.m. 
Saturday, Feb. 18 
"Saturday Night Live at 
the Grille" presents Skott 
Freedman. Stop by and hear 
some tunes and enjoy the 
Grille's delicious treats. The 
show begins at 9 p.m. 
Wednesday, Feb. 23 
Think you have what it 
takes to be the next sing­
ing sensation? Come show 
off your skills at Karaoke 
Night from 8 to 11 p.m. at 
Aromas. 
Sunday, Feb. 19 
Campus Recreation is 
sponsoring a ski trip to Big 
Bear Resorts' Bear Mountain 
and Snow Summit. The bus 
will leave at 6:30 a.m. and 
return to USD at 8 p.m. The 
trip is open to all USD stu­
dents, staff and faculty for 
only $58. 
Thursday, Feb. 24 
Did you miss the Ameri­
can Idol tryout but are still 
dying for the stoplight? 
Come to Open Mic Night at 
Aromas from 8 to 10:30 p.m. 
Sign up in UC 161 prior to 
the event. 
Above: "Bubble," the first movie to be simultaneously released 
in theaters, on DVD and on hi-definition TV, follows the lives of 
people working in a doll factory. 
Right: Steven Soderbergh is at 
work on his latest film, "Bub­
ble." 
own, Del Rio says, "They'll just 
buy them." 
Buying independent films 
from unknown filmmakers is 
not out of the question. The 
movie-going experience must be 
different than the home theater 
in order to make people want 
to attend. The films should not 
only be exceptionally made, but 
the entire experience should be 
unforgettable, or, at least, com­
fortable. Audiences go to the 
movies to escape reality. 
"We all want to get away 
sometimes," junior Richard 
Bamo said. "And we can disap­
pear in the movie theater." 
While it remains to be seen 
whether the cinema will become 
obsolete, unless it improves, 
it will continues its steady de­
cline. 
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Lax looks to defend title 
DALTON BRAY 
STAFF WRITER 
On Saturday the defending 
National Champion (Division B) 
USD Lacrosse team took the first 
step towards retaining their title. 
Taking the field for the first time 
in 2006, they lined up against 
Occidental College. 
It looked like the road to the 
title would be smooth when USD 
jumped out to an early 1-0 lead 
when junior midfielder Devin 
Muna scored an early goal. But 
Occidental answered quickly, 
tying the game with a quick fast 
break goal. 
After the initial burst of scor­
ing, the two teams showed signs 
of winter rust needing to be 
scaled off. At times the match 
looked more like field hockey 
than lacrosse, with the two teams 
fighting hard for ground balls. 
USD dominated time of posses­
sion, but time after time squan­
dered scoring opportunities with 
turnovers. 
The highlight of the first half 
was a one handed slam dunk 
goal by the junior attack man 
Casey "Hank" Moore. Casey 
split two defenders and jumped 
through the air to score over the 
goalie's left shoulder, landing in 
the goalie's crease. 
USD slowly stretched their 
lead to a 5-2 halftime advantage. 
Still, with the overall poor play 
by USD, the game was far from 
over. 
However, USD obviously 
benefited from their halftime re­
grouping, because they came out 
on fire in the third quarter. Junior 
attackman Marshall Schulz, after 
a quiet first half, went on a scor­
ing blitz, scoring three goals in a 
four minute run. 
Oxy was not going to con­
cede, however. They fought 
back with a goal at the end of 
the third quarter and one at the 
beginning of the fourth quarter, 
making it an 8-4 USD lead. USD 
responded by going into "grind it 
out" mode, displaying excellent 
ball control and thereby limiting 
Oxy's offensive possessions. The 
game ended with a frenetic finish 
that saw four goals in the last four 
minutes. USD Freshman Ben Til-
ton scored off a broken clear, and 
sophomore Danny Barber capped 
off the scoring with a goal as the 
clock wound down. 
When the final buzzer rang 
USD came away with a con­
vincing 15-4 win. Leading USD 
in scoring was Marshall Schulz 
with five goals, followed by 
Devin Muna with three, Ben Til-
ton and Danny Barber each with 
two goals. Nick Jones and Liam 
Fahey had a goal apiece. 
The game, while ugly at times, 
served it's purpose, knocking the 
rust off for USD, and starting 
the road to the title on a positive 
note. 
This weekend USD travels to 
UCI for the inaugural Presidents 
Day Tournament to play three 
games in two days. They will 
take on St. John's (Minn.) at 11 
a.m. and Northern Colorado at 
5 p.m. on Saturday. On Sunday 
they will face Pacific Lutheran 
at 2 p.m. 
They will return home on 
Sunday, March 5 to play UNLV 
at 4:30 p.m. on Manchester Field. 
For more information on the 
USD Men's Lacrosse team check 
out www.usdmenslax.com. 
"Friday Night Fun" at the RAC 
DAN MULVILLE 
CAMPUS RECREATION 
As part of the Torero Nights 
program, USD Campus Recre­
ation offers "Friday Night Fun" 
at the RAC. It's offered as a 
complemenatry, or possibly an 
alternative, activity for those 
who are on campus looking for 
some healthy fun on a Friday 
evening. 
This program is composed of 
fun team games, and is geared 
more towards having a good 
time and meeting new people, 
rather than a highly competitive 
sport. For instance, last Friday 
we offered broomball, which 
is hard for anyone to take too 
seriously. Upcoming events 
include: 
Dodgeball (Feb. 17) 
Wiffleball (Feb. 24) 
Capture the Flag (Mar. 3) 
Over the Line (Mar. 24) 
Poker Night (April 7) 
Dance Challenge (April 21) 
Big Screen Surf 
Extreme Sports Movies 
(Apr. 28) 
These events start at 8 p.m., 
and last up to two hours. You can 
either pre-register as a team or 
an individual at the Recreation 
Office, or you can just show up 
on Friday night. 
If we run out of space for any 
events, priority will be given to 
those students who have pre-
registered. 
The events are all free, ex­
cept Poker Night. This event 
will have an entry fee, with most 
of the money being returned to 
the prize pool. 
As always, if you have ques­
tions about this program, you 
are welcome to call Campus 
Recreation at 619-260-4533, or 
stop by the Recreation Office, 
next to the pool. 
Fitness Guru on total wellness 
Comprehensive approach, integration are keys to healthy lifestyle 
DAVID FREEMAN 
ASST. FITNESS DIRECTOR 
During his term of office 
in the 1960's President John 
F. Kennedy implemented a 
physical fitness program na­
tionwide in high schools and 
junior highs. His reason for 
doing so was his experience in 
the military which helped him 
to survive in the water after his 
PT boat was blown up. 
He became a hero, mak­
ing today's "Survivor" reality 
tv series look like a Sunday 
picnic. His simple statement 
about becoming a "hero" was: 
"It was involuntary. They blew 
up my boat." 
What was not involuntary 
was his ability to survive days 
in the water until he was res­
cued. That required a physical, 
mental, emotional and spiri­
tual stamina to be admired and 
emulated. 
In the 70's, as a result of 
the women's liberation move­
ment, Jane Fonda, an extraor­
dinary woman and Hollywood 
celebrity, stepped up to the 
plate, drawing from existing 
knowledge and information, 
and created her own version of 
aerobics, health and fitness. 
She changed the lives of 
hundreds of thousands of men 
and women nationwide with 
her upbeat, thorough work 
out programs and was, in fact, 
a "frontrunner" in the body/ 
mind movement that followed 
in the 80s and 90s. 
During the 70s Yoga also 
became increasingly popular 
and began the journey to the 
widespread acceptance that it 
has today. As a result, millions 
of people globally had their con-
ciousness raised to new levels 
of awareness and spirituality. 
Transcendental meditation was 
added to the list of therapeu­
tic and self help techniques, 
inspiring active seminars na­
tionwide. 
Body/Mind became the catch 
phrase of the 80s and early 90s, 
reminding us that the two are 
inseparable, pulling the psy­
chology of sports and fitness to 
the forefront of our attention and 
allowing many more people to 
climb on board the fitness train 
that has been moving us all into 
a healthy, happy and productive 
future. 
The media drew some atten­
tion to these changes, however, 
they were communicated mostly 
by word-of-mouth and through 
a kind of e.s.p. that drew more 
and more of humanity toward 
wholeness, wellness and an 
integrated lifestyle. 
Since the year 2000, Tai Chi 
has been introduced in high 
schools and junior high schools 
around the nation, giving youth 
an opportunity to experience 
this 5.000 year old technique 
well in advance of their midlife 
crisis. 
How does this apply to fitness 
and wellness here at USD? As a 
direct result of these advances, 
universities are now offering 
more complete programs to 
more people than in the previous 
40 years. 
You don't have to go off cam­
pus to find what you need to 
be healthy and energized. It's 
right here at USD at bargain 
prices with superb and highly 
qualified instructors. 
Instead of waiting until af­
ter graduation to get in shape, 
our students can begin build­
ing healthy lifestyle choices 
and habits now. Staff, faculty 
and employees will have lower 
health premiums because we 
offer a comprehensive spec­
trum of classes and not simply 
an outdated P.E. class. Now, 
each person can determine 
what they need and, with 
proper guidance, achieve their 
goals, be it weight loss, sport 
specific fitness or a general 
sense of stress relief and well-
being. 
To some this will read like 
another "sales pitch" to push 
a product. 
I'm not a sales man. I am 
a Yoga and Pilates instructor 
and personal trainer who has 
lived through these times and 
experienced first hand a daily, 
weekly and yearly improve­
ment in my own life, spiritu­
ally, mentally and physically. 




Intramural sign-ups start strongly this semester 
DAN MULVILLE 
CAMPUS RECREATION 
Spring seems to be the sea­
son for intramural sports at 
USD. When registration closed 
last week, 26 soccer teams 
had signed up for the league, 
although we could only acco­
modate 24 of them. In Air-It-Out 
football, we had another sell out 
with 16 teams registered. 
Basketball registration, 
which closes today, is well on 
it's way to selling out, although 
we might be able to expand the 
Sunday evening league if there 
is enough demand. 
If the trend continues, then 
CoRec volleyball and dodgeball 
will sell out next week. So be 
sure to get your teams together 
and sign up early in the week! 
For a complete listing of 
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Anthony Gentile, Sports Editor agentile-08@sandiego.edu 
Women's basketball wins close one 
PETER BYRNE 
STAFF WRITER 
The Lady Toreros showed 
that they know how to protect a 
lead Saturday, as they defeated 
West Coast Conference foe San 
Francisco 69-66 at the Jenny 
Craig Pavilion. 
The Toreros led for virtually 
the entire game, finding an an­
swer for numerous Dons charg­
es. Senior guard Tiara Harris 
led the Toreros with 17 points, 
playing the entire game. Senior 
guard Polly Dong contributed 
15 points and true freshman 
Kelly Winther added 13 points 
in the Toreros' victory. 
The Dons' last share of the 
lead came with 11 minutes to 
go in the first half. With 6:15 
left in the opening half, the 
Toreros looked as though they 
were going to pull away. Har­
ris nailed a deep three to put 
the Toreros up by five, then 
followed it up with a steal and 
dish to senior Lindsay Helvey 
whose three put San Diego up 
27-19. 
The Toreros made it three 
three-pointers in three pos­
sessions when senior Brandi 
Collato connected from long-
range, stretching the San Diego 
lead to 30-19. 
USF refused to go quietly, 
however, as their dynamic 
duo of Lashaunte Stephens 
and Dominique Carter kept 
the Dons firmly in the game. 
Carter was the best player on 
the court, scoring 24 points by 
the end of the game. Her tough 
jumper with 20 seconds left in 
the half brought the Dons to 
within six. 
USF came out of the locker 
room hot, reducing the Torero 
lead to two. But Dong answered 
with a three to put the Toreros 
back up by five. After buckets 
from freshman Kaila Mangrum 
and Harris, USD led 41 -34, and 
then 44-36 after another Harris 
three-pointer. 
The Toreros showed that 
they were ready for any USF 
advance down the stretch. 
When the Dons pulled within 
four at 56-52, junior Sabine 
Loewe hit a lay-up to put the 
Toreros up by six with five-
and-a-half minutes remaining. 
Carter then took over the 
game, scoring at will to bring 
the Dons to 61-58 with under 
four minutes to play. USD 
responded as Winther dove 
into the stands to save a loose 
ball after a missed three-point 
jumper. This hustle play re­
tained possession for the To­
reros. After a timeout, Harris 
nailed a shot to put USD up 
63-58. 
USF's Carter refused to 
back down. After being fouled, 
she nailed two free throws and 
then converted a steal with a 
lay-up on the other end to make 
it 63-62 with three minutes 
to go. After Dong and Carter 
exchanged baskets, USF had a 
chance to take the lead for the 
first time in the second half. 
The Torero defense was up to 
the task, though, and forced a 
shot clock violation. 
On the ensuing possession, 
Winther hit a huge three to put 
the Toreros ahead 68-64 with 
50 seconds to play. Then USF's 
Leeane Jensen knocked down a 
clutch jumper to shrink the To­
rero lead back down to two. 
With under 20 seconds left, 
San Francisco was forced to 
foul Dong, who hit the first 
Above: Freshman guard 
Kelly Winter dropped 13 points 
against San Francisco at the 
JCP on Saturday. 
Right: Senior guard Polly Dong 
had 15 points in the Toreros' 
69-66 win over USF on Satur­
day. 
free throw but missed the sec­
ond, giving the Toreros a three 
point lead. 
For what seemed like the 
first time in the second half, 
the Dons' Carter was unable to 
score, and the Toreros escaped 
with a 69-66 victory. The Tore­
ros were able to make big shots 
on offense and crucial stops on 
defense for the win, improving 
their conference record to 3-7 
on the season. 




Every week, without fail, 
Managing Editor Gina 
Marconi asks questions 
while proofreading articles 
in the Sports and Recreation 
sections. The Vista thought 
it would be helpful for other 
sports-illiterate students if we 
answered her questions. 
What is a Don, the Uni-
versity of San Francisco's 
mascot? 
A don is a Spanish noble­
man or gentlemen. USF was 
gentle in losing to the Tore­
ros 71-68 on Saturday at the 
Jenny Craig Pavilion. 
Sticking with the mascots, 
what the heck is an Aggie, 
UC Davis' mascot? Is it a type 
of dog? 
An aggie is actually a stu­
dent that attends an agricultural 
college or university, such as 
UC Davis or Texas school 
of Agriculture and Mining 
(A&M). 
What is an insurance run, 
which was mentioned in the 
Baseball section of this issue's 
Week in Review? 
Insurance runs, known sim­
ply as insurance in other sports 
such as football and basketball, 
add to a lead that a team already 
has, giving the ahead team 
some breathing room over then-
opponent. 
When USD baseball added 
three runs in the ninth inning 
to extend their 1-0 lead to a 
4-0 margin, they got some 
insurance runs. They ended up 
needing these runs, as UC Da­
vis scored two runs in the ninth 
but the Toreros won Friday's 
game 4-2. 
What is the Rosenblatt Re­
port top-25, in which Torero 
baseball is currently ranked 
20th? 
The Rosenblatt Report top-
25, like the Collegiate Baseball 
top-30 poll and the Baseball 
America top-25 poll is a rank­
ing of the top 25 teams in the 
nation. This particular set of 
rankings is determined by the 
staff of the Rosenblatt Report, 
a website that features college 
sports. 
What is the Santaluz Club, 
where LSD women's tennis 
played UC Riverside on Sat­
urday? 
The Santaluz Club is a coun­
try club in the Rancho Santa Fe 
area in North San Diego County. 
The Toreros played well at this 
neutral site, downing the High­
landers 6-1. 
Softball played in the UC 
Riverside Invitational Tour­
nament last weekend. What 
designates a tournament as an 
invitational? 
Simply the fact that the host 
institution UC Riverside in­
vited USD, Saint Mary's, and 
San Jose State to play in the 
tournament that they hosted in 
Riverside makes it an invita­
tional. This means that teams 
participate based on an invi­
tation rather than any other 
judging criteria. 
Another example of an 
invitational tournament is the 
National Invitational Tourna­
ment (NIT) in college basket­
ball, for which teams across 
the nation are invited to play 
Who came up with the name 
for the USC Public Storage 
Tournament? That seems 
to me like an interesting 
name. 
I do not know for sure, 
but my guess is that the USC 
Public Storage Tournament is 
sponsored by Public Storage, 
a nationwide chain of storage 
facilities. Torero baseball will 
play in the tournament this 
weekend in Los Angeles. • 
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Toreros split pair with San Francisco 
Men's Basketball (6-5) tied with Dons for third in West Coast Conference 
ALEX AN ELLA 
STAFF  WRITER 
After failing to move into 
a tie for second place in the 
West Coast Conference with 
Loyola Marymount last Mon­
day, the Toreros bounced back 
on Saturday by defeating the 
University of San Francisco 
Dons 71-68. With the win, the 
Toreros moved into sole pos­
session of third place in the 
wcc. 
The Toreros were led by 
juniors Nir Cohen and Ross 
DeRogatis, who both helped 
spark the comeback win. Co­
hen, a newcomer this season, 
scored 13 points, including two 
free throws with 5.3 seconds 
left to put the Toreros ahead 
by three. DeRogatis poured 
in all 15 of his points in the 
second half. 
This win was a team effort by 
the Toreros, as they managed to 
overcome an off night 
from leading scorer 
Nick Lewis. Lewis, 
who averages 18.4 
points per game, 
went scoreless on 
three shots in 
22 minutes 
of work. 
"We have a really good 
team when we are healthy," 
head coach Brad Holland said. 
"Depth matters and it mattered 
tonight." 
The Toreros showed their 
depth when Holland put four 
freshmen on the court at one 
time. 
Freshmen Gyno Pomare, 
Brandon Johnson, Ray Mur-
dock, and Danny Brown all 
made solid contributions for 
the Toreros. It is rare for four 
freshmen to be on the basket­
ball court for a Division I team, 
but it shows the confidence 
Holland has in his young play­
ers. 
"It is 23 games into the 
season, I don't look at them as 
freshmen anymore," Holland 
said. "They are now seasoned 
players." 
Even though the Toreros 
were behind for much of the 
second half, a big performance 
from Cohen 
and solid team 
defense helped them 
mount a comeback. 
With 7.2 seconds left, 
Cohen took a charge from 
San Francisco's standout start­
ing point guard Armondo Sur-
ratt, preventing a basket and 
maintaining the lead for the 
Toreros. 
"Cohen was the difference 
in the game," Holland said. 
"He made that big 3-pointer 
and those key free throws at 
the end." 
Finishing second in the 
WCC is very important for the 
Toreros, as it would give them 
two byes to start the WCC 
Tournament. Making sure to 
finish at least third, however, 
is also a priority. 
If the Toreros finish second 
or third, they wouldn't play 
the vaunted Gonzaga Bulldogs 
until the WCC Tournament 
Championship game. 
"This was a big game for 
us," Holland said. "It was im­
portant for third place." 
The Toreros moved one 
game ahead of the Dons in the 
WCC after Saturday's victory, 
but relinquished that lead on 
Monday night, falling at USF 
87-71. 
The Dons defeated the To­
reros behind 25 points and 10 
rebounds from junior forward, 
and San Diego native, Alan 
Wiggins Jr. With the loss, the 
Toreros are now tied for third 
with the Dons; both teams 
share 6-5 conference record. 
In Saturday's game, it was 
clear that Holland had some 
problems with the officiating, 
and on Monday he finally lost 
his cool. With 3:53 left in the 
second half at USF, Holland 
had to be restrained by as­
sistants after being called for 
consecutive technical fouls. 
PHOTOS COURTESY OF BROCK SCOTT 
Above: Ross DeRogatis catches a pass in stride as he looks to­
wards the basket. 
Left: Nir Cohen prepares to fire the ball to a teammate; Cohen 
had 13 points in Saturday's win over USF. 
Emotions are running high for Toreros are going to finish 
the Toreros in the competitive 
WCC, and they need to put this 
loss behind them so they can 
finish the season strong. 
The Toreros have three 
games left, at home against 
Saint Mary's next Monday, 
and then on the road against 
Gonzaga and Portland. If the 
in third place and have some 
momentum going into the West 
Coast Conference Tournament, 
they need strong showings in 
their final three regular season 
games, which includes going 
into Gonzaga and avenging 





USD continued its hot start 
to 2006, taking two of three 
games from the UC Davis 
Aggies last weekend. 
After the 13th-ranked To­
reros had only a 1-0 lead 
headed into the ninth inning 
on Friday, they added three 
insurance runs in the top half 
of the ninth and hung on to 
win 4-2. Junior Josh Butler 
threw seven shutout innings 
for the win in a pitcher's duel. 
Senior shortstop Steve Single­
ton (1 -for-4) and freshman left 
fielder David Harris (1-for-l) 
each had two RBIs for the 
Toreros. 
On Saturday, USD had an 
8-0 lead after three innings of 
action and never looked back 
in a 12-4 victory. Four Toreros 
had two RBIs and sophomore 
centerfielder Justin Snyder led 
the team, going 3-for-4 with two 
runs. Freshman Brian Matusz 
picked up the first win of his 
college career, striking out six 
Aggies in five innings pitched. 
After capturing the series, 
the Toreros could not complete 
the sweep on Sunday, surren­
dering four runs in the final 
three innings, and falling 6-2. 
USD was held to only three hits 
while giving up 15 to the Aggies 
on the afternoon. 
The Toreros are 5-1 to start 
the season and travel to Los 
Angeles this weekend where 
they are scheduled to play 
Vanderbilt, Kansas and host 
USC in the USC Public Storage 
Tournament. USD moved up to 
ninth in the Collegiate Baseball 
top-30 poll, 15th in the Baseball 
America top-25 poll, and No. 
20 in the Rosenblatt Report 
top-25. 
Men's Tennis 
The No. 36 Toreros took 
down another ranked opponent 
last Friday toppling no. 18 USC 
in Los Angeles. 
Despite losing each of the 
three doubles matches, Pierrick 
Ysern (6-3, 6-4), Oscar Plotnik 
(7-6, 3-6, 6-4), Thomas Liver-
sage (6-2, 6-3) and Ryo Seki-
guchi (6-2, 7-6) each prevailed 
in their singles matches to give 
USD a 4-3 win. 
USD (5-1) travels to Texas 
this weekend, facing Texas 
Tech on Sat., Feb. 18 and Texas 
Christian on Feb. 19 to con­
clude their road trip. 
Women's Tennis 
USD cruised to a 6-1 victory 
over visiting UC Riverside on 
Saturday afternoon at the Santa-
luz Club in San Diego, improv­
ing their 2006 record to 3-2. 
After sweeping the doubles 
round, Emma Murphy (6-0, 
6-1), Jenny Brown (6-1, 6-4), 
Helene Lindstrand (6-0, 6-2), 
Brittany Reitz (6-2, 6-3) and 
Sophia Vogt (6-1,6-3) defeated 
their opponents in the singles 
round to ensure the victory. The 
68th-ranked Toreros are sched­
uled to play next on Feb. 25 at 
home against Pepperdine. 
Softball 
Following consecutive losses 
in Riverside to host school, UC 
Riverside and San Jose State 
to open their season, Torero 
Softball rebounded with a pair 
of wins to close out play at the 
UC Riverside Invitational Tour­
nament last weekend. 
Against Saint Mary's on 
Saturday, sophomore third 
baseman Kathleen Bonja and 
senior catcher Sara Mason 
tallied three runs batted in to 
lead the Torero offense. Se­
nior Gina McFarland pitched 
a complete game for her first 
win of the season. 
The Toreros evened their 
season record at 2-2 by aveng­
ing their loss to San Jose State 
with a 3-1 win on Sunday. 
Junior second baseman Dani­
elle Treiber went 2-4 with two 
RBIs as the Toreros scored the 
winning runs in the top of the 
ninth inning, breaking a 1-1 
tie. Senior Erin Harmonson 
had three strikeouts in seven 
innings to earn the victory. 
